


Agenda

9:15-10:15am - Intro to Active Learning

10:15-11:15am - Activity Design

11:15-11:45am - Resources for Active Learning

11:45am-1pm - Lunch with Active Learning Veterans

1pm - Wrap Up
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Assistant Professor of Practice, Department of Chemistry and Chemical Biology

Director, SAS Office of STEM Education’s TRIAD Coalition
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Associate Director for Faculty Training and Outreach, Digital Classroom Services
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Senior Director, Learning Centers



What is active learning?

● Engaging learners in activities such as group discussion, reading, writing, and problem-solving
● Promotes analysis, evaluation, and creation of course content
● Encourages students’ leadership, communication, motivation, critical thinking, and interpersonal skills

Examples of Active Learning 
Cooperative or collaborative learning, problem-based learning, case methods, simulations, peer instruction, 
group discussion, self-assessment, think-pair-share, brainstorming, role-playing, debates, guided inquiry, …



Rutgers’ ALC Online Resources

Active Learning Website: 
https://dcs.rutgers.edu/active-
learning

Active Learning Community 
Canvas Site: 
https://rutgers.instructure.com/cou
rses/24008

https://dcs.rutgers.edu/active-learning
https://rutgers.instructure.com/courses/24008


Making the case for active learning

● Active learning (compared to passive learning) improves academic achievement, quality of 
interpersonal interactions, self-esteem, and perceptions of greater social 
support 
Prince (2004). “Does Active Learning Work? A Review of the Research.” J. Engr. Educ., 93(3), 223-231

● Students in active learning classrooms outperform their peers in traditional classrooms and their own 
grade expectations as predicted by test scores.
Walker, Brooks, Saichaie, & Petersen (2016). A Guide to Teaching in the Active Learning Classroom: History, 
Research, and Practice. Sterling, Virginia: Stylus Publishing

● Cooperative learning results in positive outcomes related to effort to achieve (e.g., long-term retention, 
higher-ordered critical thinking skills, metacognition, and creative problem solving), interpersonal 
relationships, social supports, and psychological health
Johnson, Johnson, & Smith (2007). The State of Cooperative Learning in Postsecondary Education and Professional 
Settings, Educ. Psychol. Rev., 19, 15–29



Direct Instruction versus Active Learning

Direct Instruction
● Can convey large amounts of information to listeners
● Teacher-directed and teacher-paced
● Students have more passive role (listening, taking notes) than the lecturer

Active learning
● Can be student-directed and student-paced
● Students have more active role 
● Student can engage with the content in a variety of ways



What does active learning look like?

https://dcs.rutgers.edu/active-learning/events/open-house

https://dcs.rutgers.edu/classrooms/active-learning-spaces



What about active learning in other “classroom”?

Participant poll?

http://hls.harvard.edu/home-page-image-15-pound-classroom/

http://youvis.it/qusmTd

http://www.rollins.edu/biology/
http://www.eecs.umich.edu/eecs/about/articles/2011/Data_

mining_11.html

A B C

DE

https://lx.uts.edu.au/blog/2020/02/12/dynamic-online-learning-
the-zoom-classroom/

F

http://www.sjuhawknews.com/privacy-and-equity-
zoom-camera-policies-in-online-classes/

http://hls.harvard.edu/home-page-image-15-pound-classroom/
http://youvis.it/qusmTd
http://www.rollins.edu/biology/
http://www.eecs.umich.edu/eecs/about/articles/2011/Data_mining_11.html
https://lx.uts.edu.au/blog/2020/02/12/dynamic-online-learning-the-zoom-classroom/
http://www.sjuhawknews.com/privacy-and-equity-zoom-camera-policies-in-online-classes/


Questioning Activity

● Work in pairs or small groups
● What questions could you ask about the object placed in 

front of you?
○ Using the whiteboards at your table or on the wall, 

write down as many questions as possible about your 
object in 2 minutes.

This activity is courtesy of the Learning Assistant Alliance (https://www.learningassistantalliance.org/)



Questioning Activity - Discussion Part I

● What do you notice about your questions?
● Open vs. closed questions

(or divergent/convergent)
○ Label your questions: O or C
○ Convert a closed question to an open question

This activity is courtesy of the Learning Assistant Alliance (https://www.learningassistantalliance.org/)



Implications

● What features of this activity influenced how you (the 
student) engaged with the material or responded to 
the prompt/task/assignment?

● How does time influence the way we pose questions 
or think about questions to ask?

● What does this activity tell us about how we should 
think about designing or structuring our own active 
learning activities?



Questioning Activity - Discussion Part II

● How would you rate the level of risk for students 
participating in this activity? (high, medium, low) Why?

● What kinds of behaviors might students exhibit if they 
are put in high-risk situations in class?

● What kinds of active learning situations might students 
(or some students) consider high risk? 
○ How might the perception of level of risk differ 

across various groups of students?



Implications

● Brainstorm (pairs or small groups) potential strategies 
to minimize risk

● What will you want to do proactively (prior to class) to 
address issues of risk?
○ What can you do reactively (in real time during 

class) to address issues of risk?
● How might class format/structure influence or impact 

your options for proactive and reactive strategies?



Self-Reflection

● What kind of activities am I planning to include?

○ Where do I see myself including/utilizing questioning strategies in class?
○ What do I want to keep in mind as I develop my lesson plans and activities?

● How can I use the idea of risk to consider (and hopefully appropriately address) aspects of inclusion, equity, 
access, diversity, and respect in my class(es)?



Active Learning: 
Activity Choice & Design

Division of Continuing Studies



Resources for Active 
Learning



Resources for Active Learning

Instructional Design

Solstice Wireless Display Sharing

Recording

Student Monitors

Collaborative Instructor Hub



Lunch with Active Learning 
Veterans



Veterans

• Próspero Garcia, World Languages and Cultures
• Justin Kalef, Philosophy



Conclusion



Conclusion

• Upcoming Events
• Certificate Presentations
• activelearning.rutgers.edu

• Events
• Teaching Tools
• Resources
• Learning space information
• Course Information Form



Thank You!
The Active Learning Community


